ABSTRACT: Right after the Second World War, determining the value of real properties gained importance in the countries, in which citizens had the right for real property possession. As for our country, importance of evaluating real estates noticed in late 1990's. Now in Turkey, evaluation is the only method for the determining of the market value of real properties used by private and public sector. Today, several methods have been used for evaluating real properties. One of them is the ratio of integrated capitalisation within income method. This method provides quite fast and accurate results for bankers, real estate consultants and judicial system operating in related market. Through using this method, evaluation of the residences in a region, located in Centre District, Province of Erzincan is aimed. Selling and renting values have been researched for integrated capitalisation ratios in evaluation of residences located in project field. Through utilizing integrated capitalisation ratios; market values of the residences, located in project field and whose revenues are known, can be determined. In the same way, through utilizing related ratio, current rental values of residences located in project field and whose selling values are known can be determined.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, real properties are also regarded as an investment tool along with human's basic needs like shelter and trade. Being valuable, originated from ownership and ownership originated rights of real properties used for living and trade purposes, requires a need for determination of real properties' possible trade values.
Properties which are not possible to move one place to another and fixed in current location like land, building site and building (house/flat/residence, apartment, factory/plant/facility etc.) are called real properties/estates.
As for evaluation of real properties; it means to determine the value of a real property in a definite time objectively, independently and neutrally by evaluating agents related to real property like characteristic, utility, neighbourhood, using conditions.
It comprises independent and neutral evaluation of possible value of a real property, a real property project or rights and benefits originating from a real property in a definite time (UDES).
It is the prediction of defined value in evaluation date of a real property, a real property project or real rights based on independent, neutral and unbiased criteria (Çağdaş, 2012) .
According to Capital Market Committee, evaluation; "is to independently and neutrally determine possible value of a real property, a real property project or rights and benefits originating from a real property in a definite time.
METHODS FOR VALUATION OF REAL PROPERTY
Real properties can be evaluated one of three widely used evaluation methods. These three main methods have also sub-groups. These sub-groups are; a) Comparison, b) Income, c) Cost
Purpose of the comparison methods to evaluate related real property through analysis of comparable sample real properties. Urban area and development data are basic comparison criteria. Fort this reason, samples and building sites whose values will be determined should be in the same region and possess same characteristic and similar development data.
To sum up, It means to determine the current value by comparing realised sales outcomes. Method can be especially applied for unconstructed parcels or partly constructed parcels. It requires getting generally attainable information from land registers, sale contracts, building contracts in which flat(s) or floor(s) is given in return to landowner, Chamber of Real Estate Agents' Lowest Price Lists, Capital Market Committee Registrations, National Property sales and loan agreements (Ertaş 2015) .
Parcels should be appropriate with each other compared to location, quality, density and price levels. So, basically, according to similarities of fundamental data, a price comparison is realised. Considering the evaluations mentioned above, features of evaluating and comparing parcels are written down suggested norm table.The point not to be forgotten is that, parcel qualities should indicate adequate similarities with each other.
Basis of income method in a constructed parcel is the net income that can be acquired continuously from land and its building facilities. Because of limited using period of a building and unlimited using period of land; while turning net revenue into money, its equivalent to a) Ground, b) Building and c) Additional facilities is separated. Principally, value of ground is determined by "comparison method" (Köktürk ve ark).
Income Method is appropriate for evaluation of constructed parcels and rental revenue getting buildings like apartments, stores and office blocks by preference. Income isn't equal to the gross rental value's money equivalent. Income Method is also quite sensitive in letting predictions. Expert should be experienced to be able to decide usual rental value in a neighbourhood by utilizing related method.
In income value determining; a) Construction year and economic using period, b) Gross and net amount of revenue, c) Square meter prices of each floors, d) Sum of residential/housing areas should be carefully designated.
As for Cost Method, it's appropriate for detached or semi-detached buildings/houses, industrial facilities and public buildings.
Object (cost) value= ground value + building (production along with additional facilities and business properties) value-technical deterioration (originating from functional or economic deterioration) value losses.
Production cost, by using building indexes, can be converted into evaluation date values. Value losses sourced by aging depend on remaining using period of building facilities. Building object value, production expenses and remaining economic using period are crucial. Ground value is depended on construction permission given according to development plan and related act & regulations. It is also depended on regional location, traffic condition, infrastructure expenditures and using opportunities.
COMPARISON METHOD WITH RATIO OF INTEGRATED CAPITALISATION
Capitalisation Ratio is defined as the ratio that turns real properties annual net operating income into market value. As for integrated capitalisation ratio, it's determined through dividing highly similar real properties' (land + building + equipment's) net income by sale price in local market (Ertaş, 2016) .
Integrated capitalisation is calculated through dividing highly similar real properties' net incomes by sale values in local market (1). ...
correlation is taken into consideration. When this correlation is divided into its compounds (land + building + equipment's), correlation no. (2) is obtained.
Comparison Method by utilizing integrated capitalisation ratio is applied by using comparable real properties' sale and net income values that are similar compared to building type and its age, type of residence, using type, its location, etc. Firstly, real properties are classified according to various qualities. Applying for each class separately, classified real properties' net income and sale values are examined. By using obtained data, real properties' capitalisation ratios are calculated and their means are solved. So, mean ratio for the related class is determined. This ratio provides us to evaluate similar real properties without dividing them into their compounds.
Net income is calculated by 3 correlations.
APPLICATIONS
By utilizing determined integrated capitalisation ratio of similar residences located in Project field (Map 1) composed of a part of Yavuz Selim Neighbourhood, Province of Erzincan, Centre District, and small part of Demirkent Municipality; evaluation of other real properties in the same region is aimed.
Map 1 Project Field
Determining market value of real properties are required for a great many of transactions like loan, mortgage, tax, trade, renting, nationalization. So, fair evaluation of real properties to preserve the rights of related parties has a great importance. In evaluation process, preferred method and considered objective values are formed the first procedure steps to determine real value of properties. In practice, reason for preference of comparison method with integrated capitalisation ratio is that almost all residences located in project field are highly similar buildings with each other. This method cannot be used when there is no measurable data available.
Gathering Data
Essential data for evaluation are gathered by utilizing survey Table 6 Top Floor -Intermediate Apartments Table 7 Top Floor -Corner Apartments
In this way, integrated capitalisation ratio of flats in seperate locations is calculated.
CONCLUSION
Similar residences' integrated capitalisation ratios located in project field calculated as in 
